On today’s call were

**Tuan Anh Do**, Assistant Director, Systems Support Group Undergraduate Admissions, San Francisco State University, CA, Member of the AACRAO SPEEDE Committee, and **Co-Chair of ERUG**

**Bob Hewett**, Principal Software Engineer, Data Solutions, Pearson, and **Co-Chair of ERUG**

**Jack Ryan**, Product Manager, Transcripts, Xap Corporation

**Clare Smith-Larson**, Retired Project Easier/SPEEDE Coordinator from Iowa State University and PESC Consultant to Common Education Data Standards

**Tom Stewart**, Retired College Registrar from Miami Dade College (FL) and Member of the AACRAO SPEEDE Committee

**Romy Teh**, VP, Program Management & Client Services, Xap Corporation

Bob started today’s call at 4 minutes after the hour.

**Crosswalk Corrections:** Scott Hillman will review them on the next call. Tuan also suggested that on future modifications to crosswalks, we do not attempt to create new crosswalks, but only to add a new tab to the Excel document that outlines the changes made since the previous crosswalk. This would certainly cut down on the workload created when changes are made.

**Schema Changes Previously Approved:** All of the schema changes approved by ERUG prior to today’s call were approved by the PESC Change Control Board and are scheduled to be included in the next schema release by PESC. Hopefully, PESC will complete this release within the next month or so.
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Agency Identifier: On the last call, we discussed the problem that was created when we modified one version of the complex data element “Person”, but forgot that different schemas used different versions of “Person”. Therefore, the changes approved by ERUG did not update all the places where “Person” exists.

For example, the:

High School Transcript uses “K12PersonType” in the AcademicRecord Sector library;

Admissions Application uses “ApplicantPersonType” defined in the AdmissionsRecord Sector library;

Test Score Reporting Schema uses the “TestPersonType” defined in the AcademicRecord Sector Library;

Transcript Acknowledgment Schema uses the “AcknowledgmentPersonType” defined in the AcademicRecord Sector Library;

Transcript Request and Response Schemas use the “RequestedStudentType” defined in the AcademicRecord Sector Library.

Tuan agreed to look into the problem and propose one or more solutions on a future call.

Today’s call ended at 30 minutes after the hour.

Next ERUG Conference Call is Tuesday, June 19, 2012 at noon Eastern (11 am Central, 10 am Mountain, and 9 am Pacific) Daylight Saving Time. Call 888.205.5513 and use participant code 952016#.